
Prisoners of the occupation
When did you last hear about Palestinian prisoners in the mainstream media? If they are mentioned it 
tends to be in the context of a prolonged hunger strike or, as happened last year, a situation where an 
Israeli prisoner was actually the focus of interest. 

Gilad Shalit, member of an Israeli tank regiment, was freed after five years in captivity in the Gaza 
Strip, in exchange for 1000 Palestinian prisoners (some of whom had been held for decades), released 
in two phases. The media interest was intense, perhaps because Shalit was the only Israeli in 
Palestinian hands; few human-interest stories were sought in relation to the Palestinian detainees.

Although much publicity surrounded the prisoner swap, many of those released were coming to the end 
of their sentence anyway. About 200 were not reunited with their families but deported abroad or to 
the Gaza Strip, still in a state of siege.  Israel has arrested or re-arrested several hundred 
Palestinians since the swap – to no publicity whatsoever. 

About 4500 Palestinians remain in Israeli jails, several hundred of them held in ’Administrative 
Detention’, i.e. without charge or trial, rather like the British system of internment in Northern 
Ireland. No evidence is produced, no reasons given.

Throughout the occupation Israel has imprisoned Palestinian political leaders such as Marwan
Barghouti, a Fatah member who in 2004 was given five life sentences. In 2006, Hamas won general 
elections judged to be free and democratic by international observers. Within a few months Israel had 
abducted and imprisoned 39 elected Hamas representatives, including ministers. 23 are still in jail.

Khader Adnan is one of the few prisoners to be mentioned in the more liberal of the British media. He 
holds the record for the longest hunger strike in an Israeli jail, in protest against the system of 
Administrative Detention and the humiliating practices of Shin Bet interrogators. He fasted for 66 
days, only agreeing to take food when a release date of 17 April was agreed. His health has been 
severely undermined and he recently underwent an emergency operation. Even during the transfer to 
the operating room, Khader’s arms and legs were kept shackled by the prison wardens.

A shared experience

Khader’s experience has been shared by thousands of Palestinians (since 1967 more than 
650,000 Palestinians have passed through Israeli jails – one in four males in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories). He was ‘arrested’ by a squad of heavily armed 
soldiers who broke into his house at 3 a.m., dragged him out of bed in front of his two 
small daughters and pregnant wife, threw him into a jeep and took him for prolonged 
and repeated interrogation.  Telling him his wife was being unfaithful to him was one 
of the psychological methods later used to try and break his spirit.

He has not accused his captors of torture, but reports are all too frequent. The 
Israel-based Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, the Physicians for Human 
Rights – Israel and Addameer, a prisoner support organisation, have catalogued 
hundreds of cases and pursued some through the courts – with little success. The 
methods used, which include beatings, prolonged stress positions, sleep deprivation, 
exposure to extremely loud and constant music and humiliating body searches are proscribed 



under international and indeed Israeli law. At one point the Israeli High Court 
suggested that the law could be changed to make existing practices legal but so far, 
mindful perhaps of its image abroad, Israel has not gone down that path.

Despite the rigours of their detention, Palestinian prisoners have developed systems 
of psychological survival and mutual support.  The more educated prisoners set up 
classes for fellow inmates; many take full degrees, some even produce doctoral 
dissertations. Outside, their families often find themselves in very straightened 
circumstances, despite moral support from their local communities. On some 
occasions the Israeli army demolishes the family home of a prisoner. When a prisoner 
dies in jail the family is not told where he or she has been buried (usually a numbered 
plot somewhere on Israeli territory).

Children are not exempt

The plight of child prisoners is particularly distressing.  About 700 children, some as 
young as 12, are detained annually in the Occupied Territories, usually for throwing 
stones at Israeli tanks and vehicles. They too are often arrested in the small hours 
of the morning, handcuffed and subjected to rough treatment and verbal abuse. 
Some children are placed in solitary confinement. The evidence provided against them 
is typically in the form of a confession, since the children are told that if they do not 
confess they will get a much harsher sentence. The document they are given to sign is 
in Hebrew. 

Defence for Children International seeks to defend them in the courts, take sworn 
testimonies, monitor and document their treatment and bring their cases to the 
attention of the international community. Gerard Horton, an Australian lawyer who 
works for DCI says: “Regardless of what they're accused of, they should not be 
arrested in the middle of the night in terrifying raids, they should not be painfully 
tied up and blindfolded sometimes for hours on end, they should be informed of the 
right to silence and they should be entitled to have a parent present during 
questioning."

Like adult prisoners they are detained within Israel, which makes visits by family 
members extremely difficult, since permits have to be obtained – a lengthy and 
bureaucratic process which often ends in outright rejection on ‘security grounds’. 
Palestinian lawyers are subject to the same restrictions, so prisoners often find 
themselves without legal representation. Prisoners from Gaza are simply denied 
family visits.

What price international law?

That the army and police should feel free to act with impunity is unsurprising.  
Criminal investigation of soldiers and members of the security forces who commit 
offences in the Occupied Territories, ranging from killing to looting, is extremely 



rare.  According to Yesh Din, an Israeli human rights organisation which monitors 
such cases, 90 percent of the files are closed without any measures being taken 
against the perpetrators. 

John Dugard, South African professor of international law and for seven years 
Special Rapporteur to the UN Human Rights Council on the Occupied Palestinian 
Territories, has drawn multiple parallels with the situation in Apartheid South Africa. 
On the issue of prisoners he said last year: “Apartheid’s security police practised 
torture on a large scale. So do the Israeli security forces. There were many political 
prisoners on Robben Island but there are more Palestinian political prisoners in 
Israeli jails.”

Many of Israel’s policies within the Occupied Territories – the building of 
settlements, seizure of land, demolition of property, building of the wall across 
Palestinian land, the creation of settler-only roads, and so on – are in clear 
contravention of the Fourth Geneva Convention, to which Israel is a signatory, and in 
violation of other articles of international law.  The UN has passed dozens of 
resolutions calling on Israel to abide by international law, to no avail. In a sense, all of 
the Occupied Territories, especially Gaza, constitute a prison where normal rights 
are suspended, where access in and out is severely restricted, where the jailers have 
virtually unlimited power over the inmates.

The silence of our media and our governments are clearly Israel’s best form of 
protection. Only when the general public becomes involved in the whole question of 
Palestine, its history and the current situation, can progress be made on one of the 
most pressing moral issues of our time.
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Possible drop quotes
“Despite the rigours of their detention, Palestinian prisoners have developed systems 
of psychological survival and mutual support”
“About 700 children, some as young as 12, are detained annually in the Occupied 
Territories, usually for throwing stones at Israeli tanks”


